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Adaptability 
vs continuity

The rise of cyber crime has, in the same
manner, prompted the question whether
this is a threat that requires adaption of
the Club’s – and other marine insurers’ -
insurance conditions. As a matter of
construction, the answer is probably no.
To the extent the risk is not excluded (as

is the case for P&I) it should be possible to
properly assess a claim on the basis of
standard P&I rules pertaining to, among
other things, the member’s obligations to
avoid and minimise consequences of a
casualty. A loss caused by a cyber risk
may therefore be covered, or not be
covered, depending on the circumstances.
As a matter of accommodating an

increased demand in the market, on the
other hand, the answer is probably yes
and the Club is exploring prospects to
remove the cyber exclusion in various
classes of insurance. This has proven
somewhat complicated since the ultimate
say rests with the reinsurance sector. For
further reading about this hot topic, please
see page 20.

LEGAL /fD&D

The aftermath of the OW Bunker collapse is
a telling example of this proposition. The
cases against OW Bunker creditors, both
owners and charterers, for unpaid bunkers,
were essentially based on the notion that
the established law pertaining to bunker
sales involving an intermediary should not

apply, despite the fact that there could also
be identical claims from the physical
suppliers. The arguments why old legal
principles were inapplicable were ample.
The courts however, in particular the UK
Supreme Court deciding the RES COGITANS
[2016] UKSC 23, adopted the ‘continuity’

stance and concluded that the original
principles should prevail, despite the great
turmoil caused by OW’s bankruptcy. 

If you cannot change the world,
change yourself 

The industry, through BIMCO, has
subsequently explored the possibility of
adapting the law to adjust the contractual
provisions in BIMCO’s standard bunker
supply contract so that a purchaser cannot
run a risk of having to pay twice for the
same bunkers. That has proven difficult
since such provisions would either be
inconsistent with insolvency laws, or
commercially unacceptable to the
intermediary. The industry must therefore
accept continuity in terms of the law, and
accept the hard lesson that purchasing
bunkers through an intermediary inherently
comes with a high credit risk. On the other
hand, the industry is at liberty to adapt its
behaviour to mitigate this risk.

One of the great challenges in life is to know when exactly to stand your ground. The same goes for
the law. On the one hand, the law must be firm and predictable, and withstand pressure. On the other
hand, it must also be flexible and adapt to changes in society in order to fulfil its function.
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